


-Elbert F. (Eb) Rice
April 7, 1923- April9, 1982 

It is with a great sense of 
personal and professional loss 
that we must report ihe death of 
Eb Rice. He was unique; he will 
be missed. The obituary below 
was taken from the Fairbanks 
Daily News-Miner for April 12 

Eb and Bobbie ready for rafting last fall near and appears here with their 
Denali National Park. (Photo courtesy of permission. 
Vincent S. Haneman, Jr.) 

An expert in arctic engineering and a longtime faculty member of the Uni· 

versity of Alaska-Fairbanks, Elbert F. "Eb" Rice died Friday, April 9, at Fair· 

banks Memorial Hospital. He was 59. 

Rice joined the University of Alaska faculty in 1952, and taught classes 

until three weeks ago. At the time of his death, he was working on a textbook 

on arctic engineering. 

He was born April 7, 1923 in Jerome, Idaho. 

During World War II, he served as a forward observer in field artillery in 

Europe from 1942 to 1945. He married Roberta L. Strohman in June 1944. 

After the war, Rice received a bachelor's degree in civil engineering from 

the University of Idaho in 1948. He received a master's degree in 1950 and 

his doctorate in 1955 from Oregon State College. 

Rice taught engineering for five years at Oregon State College before 

accepting a teaching position at the University of Alaska in September of 

1952. He was department head of the UAF Civil Engineering Department 

from 1960 to 1971. 

Rice became known as an expert in the arctic engineering field and was 

instrumental in starting arctic engineering courses at UAF. He taught arctic 

engineering for short periods in Anchorage, Juneau, Whitehorse, Prudhoe 

Bay, Valdez, Kodiak and Nome. He also taught short courses on arctic 

engineering in various cities throughout the United States, including Boston, 

Houston, Denver, San Francisco, Seattle and Portland. 

Rice was on the crew of the tanker Manhattan during an experimental 

voyage to see if oil could be hauled out of Prudhoe Bay via the Northwest 
Passage. 

During sabbatical leaves, Rice worked in Sweden on cold weather research. 

He also spent a year at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at Harvard 

University on a National Science Foundation Scholarship in 1958 and 59. He 

worked with the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora· 
tory in Hanover, N.H., in 1978. 

The family prefers that memorial contributions be made to the University 

Foundation, University of Alaska·Fairbanks, Fairbanks, 99701. 
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by Claus-M. Naske 

The Navy's Coal Investigatin 


Alaska always has had· its share of 
boosters extolling the territory's seeming· 
ly limitless natural resources as well as 
its superb scenery. By the early 1900s, 
many believed that coal was one of the 
territory's greatest assets after gold, 
salmon, copper and furs. Advocates 
hoped that Alaskan coal would soon fuel 
the American Pacific naval fleet, for the 
naval coal that came from the Atlantic 
coast, Cardiff. Wales, and Australia cost 
more than $9 per ton. Proponents main· 
tained that Alaskan coal could be deliv· 
ered considerably cheaper to established 
Pacific ports. Ideally, of course, the 
Navy would establish coaling stations in 
some of Alaska's deep and ice-free ports. 
Territorial boosters also maintained that 
Alaskan coal would soon fuel west coast 
industries in addition to heating territor
ial homes, operating canneries and gold 
dredges, and encouraging the establish
ment of industries. 1 

EARLY INVESTIGATIONS 

Unlike gold, coal did not drive men to 
madness in the search for or possession 
of it, but it did intrigue many. Not sur· 
prisingly, the United States Geological 
Survey started preliminary investigations 
into Alaska's coal deposits late in the 
19th century. It surveyed the low-grade 
bituminous and lignite coals of the Yukon 
region, investigated the Nenana fields 
near Fairbanks, and in 1903 began work 
in the coal fields of the Controller Bay 
region. In 1904 Survey crews examined 
the coal fields of the Alaska Peninsula at 

Chignik, and next turned to the Matanuska 
field. In addition, geologists investigated 
the Herendeen Bay coal deposits, those in 
the Cape Lisburne region, and the large 
lignite fields of the Kenai Peninsula. 
Alfred H. Brooks, chief of the U.S. Geo
logical Survey division of Alaskan mineral 
resources, stated in 1908 that "a study of 
the Alaskan coal reports already published 
by the Survey shows a dozen or more 
extensive coal-fields, ranging from lignite 
to coal of as good a grade as the famous 
Pocahontas coking coal of West Virginia." 
Brooks was convinced that "with so 
much to be learned of Alaska it would 
not surprise me if its ultimate coal area 
should prove double that now known."2 

Early in the 20th century the U.S. 
Navy established a coaling station at 
Dutch Harbor and announced that it 
would welcome a high-grade Pacific coal. 
Particularly in time of war, coal stores on 
the Pacific coast would be exhausted 
quickly and might be difficult to replenish. 
"It is easy," one spokesman asserted, "to 
see the importance of opening up the 
high-grade Alaska coal and the locating of 
several well fortified coaling stations in 
Alaska, and at different points on the 
Pacific Coast of the United States and in 
our insular possessions, for without large 
stores of fuel on hand the most powerful 
battleship fleet in the world becomes 
powerless. " 3 

Under these circumstances, naval plan· 
ners finally began to look at Alaska as a 
possible supplier of suitable fuel for its 

Pacific fleet. In the naval appropriation 
bill for 1912, Congress authorized the 
Secretary of the Navy to establish coal 
and other fuel depots for supplying the 
steamships of war. Out of a half-million 
dollars for these purposes, Congress ad· 
vised that some $75,000 could be used 
for investigating, mining and testing some 
Alaskan coal for possible naval use. 4 

The Navy and the Bureau of Mines 
quickly determined that the best chance 
for obtaining the quality coal desired lay 
in the fairly accessible Bering River and 
Matanuska fields. The initial plan was to 
dispatch parties to both fields as early in 
the spring of 1912 as weather conditions 
permitted. Unhappily, however, the ap
propriation did not pass the full Congress 
until the last week of August 1912, and 
provided less than the amount of money 
needed to investigate both fields. Because 
of the lateness of the season, the Bureau of 
Mines selected the more accessible Bering 
River field. Since the Navy, however, also 
wanted to test the Matanuska coal, it 
reserved one-third of the appropriation 
for purchasing supplies for an expedition 
into the Matanuska field. 4 

BERING RIVER EXPEDITION 

The Bureau of Mines assigned C.A. 
Fisher and W.R. Calvert, consulting mining 
engineers for the Bureau, and R.Y. Wil
liams and Sumner S. Smith, mining engi· 
neers of the Bureau, to work in the 
Bering River field. Smith was also the 
mining inspector for Alaska. The Navy 

Claus-M. Naske is Professor of History at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Dr. Naske is currently completing two books: a 
biography ofErnest Gruening, Territorial Governor ofAlaska, and a pictorial and narrative history ofAlaska. 
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xpedition in Alaska 


placed Dr. J.O. Downey, assistant sur bursement of funds for the expedition. of the expedition members and to arrange 
geon's paymaster, in charge of the dis- Downey was also to take care of the health for transporting the mined coal to the 

coast and placing it on board a naval 
vessel.4 

Early in August of 1912, the four 
mining engineers departed for the Bering 
River field. They arrived in Katalla, Alaska, 
on August 21, 1912. After outfitting theTrout Creek 
party they went by launch up the BeringClear Creek 
River to the mouth of Stillwater Creek, 
then packed their provisions up along 
Clear Creek to their lease at the Cunning
ham camp. After a thorough investigation, 
the four men decided that the most 
promising coal outcrops for naval purposes 
were located on Trout Creek. 

In the meantime, the main body of the 
expedition, under the supervision of L. R. 
Wilson, had sailed for Alaska on Septem
ber 1, 1912. The group consisted of 38 
men: expert coal miners, a carpenter, 
blacksmith, packer, cooks, chemist and 
clerk. They landed at Kayak Island an
chorage near Katalla. Bad luck plagued 
them nearly from the beginning, for 
while lightering their equipment ashore 
they lost a barge with practically all their 
supplies, as well as the personal outfits 

4 
• 5of the men.

Despite the loss, the men were prompt
ly put to work establishing their encamp
ment on Trout Creek. They had to pur
chase tools from other camps in the 
vicinity, but eventually they erected a 
number of tents and buildings. There 
were delays in transporting the remaining 
supplies from tidewater to Trout Creek, 
a distance of only four miles, because the 
trail was soggy from continuous rains. In 

- Area of the Bering River coal field 
exploration. 
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fact, the fall of 1912 turned out to be 
one of the wettest on record. 

There were other troubles as well. Dr. 
Downey, the representative of the Navy, 
and the engineers from the Bureau of 
Mines did not get along. There were con· 
stant quarrels about their respective 
responsibilities. The food supply of the 
camp was inadequate, and much of it 
was moldy and unfit for use. There were 
not enough horses, harnesses, nor sleds to 
transport the mined coal to tidewater.6 

Mining was more difficult than had 
been anticipated. Although various coal 
outcrops looked promising, all went into 
faults or folds, the coal thinning out to a 
point where it was no longer workable. 
The miners worked in four underground 
mine shafts; all contained far too much 
water and had to be supported by heavy 
timbers because of the soft shale roof. 
The mined coal contained a large admix· 
ture of shale and igneous rocks, and the 
presence of large quantities of marsh gas 
made mining very hazardous. Eventually, 
however, some 855 tons of coal were 
mined from the four locations and sacked 
for shipment.4 

After further difficulties, the sacked 
coal was finally delivered at tidewater. 
The first tests were made on the U.S.S. 
Maryland where the coal was pronounced 
unsuitable for naval use. This prompted 
Thomas G. White, a resident of Katalla, 
to accuse the Bureau of Mines of having 
mined and sacked "tons of rock, shale, 
and dirt," and having masqueraded this 
as coal. No wonder the coal did not pass 
the test. Furthermore, White asserted, 
"it is thought that the well known pref
erence of ex-secretary of the interior, 
Fisher, for the Matanuska coal field and 
his plans for the building of 200 miles 
of government railroad to reach this 
field have had something to do with the 
poor sample of coal furnished to the 
Maryland for a test ... " 7 After careful 
investigation, both the director of the 
Bureau of Mines and the Secretary of the 
Interior refuted the charges, while the 
Navy, for its part, sent a carload of the 
coal to its experiment station at Annapolis 
where it was hand-picked, washed and 
screened, and then tested. 

Still, after all the effort, the Bering 
River coal compared most unfavorably 
with eastern coal and gave "so much 
trouble from clinker as to leave no doubt 

Mining operations in the Bering River coal fields. (Photographs courtesy of the Na
tional Archives.) 
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of its unsuitability for use by the Navy." 
Perhaps most importantly, it had cost the 
government $75,000 to mine and test 
855 tons of coal - a very expensive under· 

8taking. 7 
• 

ELLICOTT'S EXPLORATION 

While members of the Naval Alaskan 
Coal Investigating Expedition mined in 
the Bering River field, the U.S.S. Mary
land, under the command of Captain J.M. 
Ellicott, cruised in Alaskan waters, exam
ining prospective sites for coaling stations 
and investigating various coal deposits. 
Ellicott's men first stopped at Zachary 
Bay or Coal Harbor on the north coast of 
Unga Island, in the Shumagin group. The 
reconnaissance party found some lignite 
outcroppings. They learned that as early 
as 1872, two cargoes of approximately 
1000 tons had been taken and marketed, 
but the poor quality of the product dis· 
couraged development. In about 1905, 
the Tidewater Consolidated Coal Co. in
vested some $80,000 and built a power 
tramway and several small buildings, as 
well as shallow draft lighters and a marine 
railway for transporting the coal. The 
company did not succeed in its efforts, 
however, and soon abandoned the site, 
moving much of its equipment to Chignik 
Bay on the southeastern shore of the Alas· 
kan Peninsula. The Maryland visited that 
location next and found a fairly high grade 
of bituminous coal. But again, the Tide
water Consolidated Coal Co. had aban
doned its investment, claiming that oper
ations were impossible because of Presi
dent Theodore Roosevelt's 1906 with
drawal of coal land for classification pur

9poses. 

The reconnaissance party next went 
ashore at Oi I Bay, on the south coast 
of lniskin Peninsula off Cook Inlet, and 
examined four abandoned oil wells which 
had been drilled by the Alaskan Oil Com
pany of Seattle six years previously. Cap
tain Ellicott found the bay entirely open 
to seaward with a very shallow beach ex· 
tending a long way out. The captain judged 
it unfit for large vessels and therefore un
suitable as a fueling station for naval ships 
even if oil in quantity should be dis
covered.9 

From there the Maryland sailed to 
Scenes from the Bering River coal fields. (Photographs courtesy of the National Resurrection Bay and anchored on the 

Archives.) south shore of Sewell Point, a naval reser-
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vation. Shortly afterwards, the ship's 
reconnaissance party left from Seward 
on the Alaska Northern Railroad, headed 
for the Matanuska coal fields. The line 
had only been built to Kern Creek, some 
70 miles from Seward. From there the 
party took a motor launch across Turna
gain Arm to Knik, a crossing of about 10 
hours. After securing pack horses and 
riding horses, the group set out for the 
Matanuska field, some 60 miles distant.9 

THE MATANUSKA COAL FIELDS 

The coal lands situated in the lower 
Matanuska Valley consisted of two dis
tinct areas. One, known as the "Moose 
Creek Claims," extended on either side 
of Moose Creek three miles above its con
fluence with the Matanuska River. This 
area was of no interest to the reconnais
sance party since it contained only a low 
grade of semibituminous coal unsuitable 
for naval use. The naval party examined 
the other area, the Chickaloon Kings 
River Claims some 23 miles east of Moose 
Creek, lying between the Chickaloon 
River on the east, Kings River on the 
west, and on both sides of the Matanuska 
River. It was here that all the develop
ment work had been done, most of it on 
the so-called Sonora Claim on the Chicka
loon River, three miles above its conflu
ence with the Matanuska River. The party 
examined nine prospect tunnels, all 
driven into the side of the cliff formed by 
the canyon of the Chickaloon River, and 
found high-grade bituminous coal.9 

All work had been abandoned for 
some time because of the federal with
drawal of coal lands, and the reconnais
sance group could only estimate the 
extent of the field. Judging from surface 
croppings, approximately 80 square miles 
of land contained coal. The coal veins 
were apparently much folded and irreg
ular. Yet the party guessed that "there is 
undoubtedly a large quantity of coal in 
this region, and some of it is coal of excel
lent quality, but the veins are so bent and 
folded that the coal has been badly 
crushed in its strata, is largely mixed with 
slate, bony coal and lignite." Considering 
these conditions it appeared that coal 
mining would be very expensive since it 
would have to be done in timbered shafts 
or slopes, and all coal would have to be 
hand-picked and washed before delivery. 

After some deliberation, the members 
of the reconnaissance party recommended 
that the federal government undertake 
further investigation of the coal field. If 
the results warranted, the deposits should 
be developed and coal shipped to Seward, 
utilizing the tracks already constructed 
by the Alaska Northern Railway Com
pany.9 

Early in 1913 the Bureau of Mines 
selected George Watkins Evans, an ex
perienced coal mining engineer, and dis
patched him to the Matanuska coal field 
for further investigative work. Evans was 
to select the best location for the planned 
mining camp and initiate the field work 
as soon as the rest of the naval appropria
tion became available. 1 0 

Shortly after Evans' departure for 
Alaska, John W. Swift, the naval repre
sentative, left Seattle for the Matanuska 
coal field. He arrived at Knik Anchorage 
on June 2, 1913. Swift made a quick in
spection of some of the coal deposits, and 
then arranged to have the necessary tools 
and supplies transported to Camp Daniels, 
the Chickaloon campsite. 11 

On July 5, the coal expedition, consis
ting of a mining and assistant mining en
gineer, a mine foreman, 20 coal miners 

and other assistants, left Seattle for 
Chickaloon. While the engineers made the 
necessary surveys and investigations, the 
mine foreman and his crew prospected 
at various locations to determine the 
thickness and continuity of individual 
coal beds. As soon as the most desirable 
coal had been found, the men extracted 
approximately 900 tons for Navy testing. 

By the end of October 1913, the sur
veys, investigations, experimental tests 
and extraction of coal had been completed 
at a cost of about $40,000. The coal had 
been sacked and was ready to be trans
ported from Chickaloon on the Matanuska 
River down to tidewater at Knik on Cook 
Inlet, a distance of about 60 miles. Their 
work completed, the mining engineer and 
other members of the expedition left the 
Matanuska coal field and returned to 
Seattle early in November. 1 0 

TRANSPORTING THE COAL 

Dr. J.A. Holmes, director of the Bureau 
of Mines, well remembered the difficul: 
ties experienced in transporting the coal 
from the Bering River field to tidewater 
the previous year. There was to be no 
repetition of these difficulties, and there-

The Matanuska coal field area. 
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fore Holmes hired Jack Dalton, a pioneer 
Alaskan packer and freighter, to bring 
the coal to Knik Anchorage. Dalton 
quickly determined that the Matanuska 
was too shallow for boats, "so it's plain 
that somebody is going to have his hands 
full with a regular man's-size job sledding 
coal out of here this winter. Looks like 
bobsleds and heavy horses to me." Before 
agreeing to tackle the job, Dalton insisted 
on sailing to Seattle to buy his own out
fit! 2 

Dalton was on his way back to Alaska 
by the middle of November. In Juneau, 
almost 300 teamsters showed up on the 
dock and nearly mobbed Dalton when he 
hired only a few. After various mishaps, 
Dalton and his outfit finally landed at 
Goose Bay where he engaged about 100 
men to land the supplies and perform var
ious incidental work. 1 3 

It soon became apparent that Dalton 
and Swift, the naval representative, could 
not work cooperatively. Swift worried 
that the remaining funds would not cover 
transportation of the coal since "it now 
appears that services will be engaged on as 
lavish a scale as that of the purchases. In 
addition, Mr. Dalton has placed large 
orders with local stores for supplies at 
high prices. He is a good spender." Swift 
had tried to warn Dalton about the im
pending shortage of funds. Dalton, how

ever, seemed unworried and told Swift to 
"let them dig up more when they (the 
funds) are gone." Swift estimated that it 
would take $75,000 to transport the coal, 
while only $35,000 remained from the 
appropriation .1 3 

By the end of the month, the Knik 
Commercial Club complained to Director 
Holmes that Swift refused to pay bills to 
the local store, roadhouse and stables 
which Dalton had incurred. The Commer
cial Club insisted that the difficulties 
between Dalton and Swift were entirely 
the fault of the latter, who refused pay
ments on accounts that absolutely had to 
be incurred. Holmes quickly assured the 
Knik Commercial Club that Swift and 
Dalton were both good men and that 
"all matters will soon be satisfactorily 
adjusted. " 14 

The two good men, however, continued 
to quarrel. Swift complained that Dalton 
subjected him to systematic insults of 
humiliating treatment, demanded advance 
money and credit to employees who had 
earned nothing, signed checks in blank 
for him and others to use at their discre
tion, and turned over to Mrs. Dalton all 
invoices for supplies purchased, a pro
cedure clearly in violation of Navy 
rules! 5 

Director Holmes was uncomfortably 
aware of the friction between Swift and 

Jack Dalton in his younger days, assist
ing on an 1891 expedition in Alaska. 
Later Dalton avoided photographers, 
but his personal style (indicated in this 
early portrait) evidently is consistent 
with that encountered by Swift and 
Holmes in 1913. E.J. Glave, who organ
ized this 1891 trek, was himself a color
ful character: He had served under 
Stanley in Africa and was second in 
command of the Wells Alaska expedition 
in 1890. One important purpose of his 
1891 journey was to ascertain if horses 
could exist in Alaska; the animal shown 
here was one of the first horses to climb 
over Chilkoot Pass, and one of the first 
- and probably among the last - trained 
to wear equine snowshoes, the odd
looking pads shown on its feet. The 
snowshoes may help explain Dalton's 
dour expression. (Photograph courtesy 
of the E.J. Glave Collection, University 
of Alaska Archives, Fairbanks.) 

Dalton, as well as the local dissatisfaction 
brought about by sending teamsters and 
horses to Knik from Seattle rather than 
hiring locals. But this was an emergency 
situation, Holmes stated. The coal had to 
be brought out. Holmes continued that 
he was "doing everything I can to secure 
the success of legislation providing for the 
building of the railroad through the coun
try and developmental work which will 
not only furnish labor for men and for 
horses but which will help build up the 
country.''16 And while Holmes tried to 
alleviate the dissatisfaction of the local 
inhabitants, he also ordered Dalton to 
curtail expenses immediately and asked 
Swift to cooperate fully with the team
ster for the sake of successfully finishing 
the job.17 

Transporting the coal to tidewater 
proved to be even more difficult than 
Dalton had anticipated. Unusually heavy 
snowfalls of approximately 3% feet made 
the work of the road-clearing parties 
extremely difficult, while mild tempera
tures forced the men to corduroy the 
route across swamps and small lakes, and 
build numerous bridges across streams. 
Many of the horses Dalton had brought 
up from Seattle had become "sick and 
laid up with lung fever and with legs 
swollen almost as large as their bodies." 
And since Dalton had underestimated 
the number of men he would employ, 
supplies were running low as well. In 
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short, he argued, "it is hard for anyone 
not on the ground to realize just what 
it means to put a road through this coun
try at this time of the year." Daylight 
lasted only for six hours, and the men, 
working waist deep in snow, were wet 
from morning until night. This made it 
necessary to employ workers at night to 
keep the fires going and dry the wet 
clothing of the road crews. 18 

By January 14, 1914, Dalton and his 
crews had finished the wagon road to 
Chickaloon. There Dalton discovered that 
Holmes had underestimated the labor of 
sacking the coal. "It would have been just 
as cheap to have mined it," he asserted, 
"as it was to resack a lot of frozen coal 
that they (the miners) have failed to cover 
last fall." And despite continuing physical 
difficulties and friction between Swift 
and Dalton, the latter had managed to 
transport the 900 tons of coal to Coal 
Camp at tidewater by March 7. Dalton 
thereupon quit and left W. T. Bartlett in 
charge of the cache and crew. Bartlett 
quickly dismantled the camps at mile 45 
and Coal Camp, removing all surplus 
supplies to Knik for storage. The U.S. 
Geological Survey and the U.S. Land Of
fice took over the remaining 49 horses 
as well as camp supplies and horse feed. 
The Alaskan Engineering Commission 
eagerly accepted the remainder of the 
property, consisting of general camp 
equipment, sleds, tents, tarpaulins, feed, a 
launch and a lighter, barn, and store
house.19·20 

In May, 1914, the Pacific Alaska Navi
gation Company signed a contract with 
the Navy Department for transporting 
the coal to Bremerton, Washington. Af
ter additional difficulties, approximately 
8050 sacks of Matanuska coal finally 
reached the Navy yard at Bremerton. In 
November of 1914 the cruiser U.S.S. 
Maryland tested the Matanuska sample, 
and while showing a higher ash content 
than that found in coal from the Poca
hontas and New River districts in the 
eastern United States, the test showed 
the Matanuska coal sample to be suitable 
in every respect for use in Navy ships. 

That is, the Matanuska coal would be 
suitable if it could be transported to tide
water inexpensively. The railroad seemed 
ready to provide that transportation with
in a handful of years. When the rail lines 
first reached the Matanuska fields in 1916, 

the accessible coal was at Moose Creek, 
known to be too low-grade for naval use; 
better coal became available at Eska the 
following year, as the railroad extended 
further into the valley, but the mine 
operators could not produce coal in 
sufficient quantities. The Navy decided 
that its best option was owning and 
operating its own mine where the coal was 
known to be good, at Chickaloon - but 
the Navy's "company town" there was 
scarcely completed in 1921 when it 
was discovered that the reconnaissance 
party had been correct in its suspicions 
11 years earlier: The coal seams that 
looked so promising at the surface were 
actually faulted, folded, plagued with 
stony intrusions, and generally uneco
nomic to mine. 21 In spite of all the 
exploration and effort, the Navy had 
realized no benefit from Alaska's coal by 
the time oil replaced coal as fuel for the 
Pacific fleet. 
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by Dennis Nottingham, Brent T. Drage and Alan B. Christopherson 

Ice-Resistant Structure Design: 

State of the Art in Alaska 

Alaska is a state of tremendous propor· 
tions (over 586,000 square miles in total 
area) with wide variations in ice, river, 
climatic, and ocean conditions. Because 
of this, many factors must be addressed 
by the experienced designer at a given 
site before design and construction begin. 
Glacier-fed lakes, north-flowing and south
flowing rivers, wind-driven ice, freezing 
index, snow cover, river type, aufeis, 
structure type and skew, and fresh or 
salt ice are but a few of the elements that 
can affect design. 

RIVER AND OCEAN PROCESSES 

Developing ice design criteria for a 
site-specific structure on a river requires 
an understanding of river ice processes 
throughout the river reach encompassing 
several miles upstream and downstream 
from the proposed location of a struc
ture. Designing for ocean ice requires 
information about a broad area. Develop
ing a data base and observing breakup 
behavior are the most reliable bases for 
establishing criteria. Without site-specific 

FLOATING ICE 

OPEN WATER OPEN WATER 

Figure 1. Typical cross section of a river during initial rise in water level. (All illus· 
trations in this article are courtesy of Peratrovich & Nottingham, Inc.) 

data, the designer runs the risk of produ
cing an incorrect design, leading to 
potential failure or expensive overdesign 
of the structure. 

Basic hydrological criteria must be 
defined for each site. These include, but 
are not limited to: 

• 	 Ice thickness, normal and extreme 
• 	 Ice strength, normal and extreme 
• 	 Water surface elevations during ice 

movement 

• 	 Direction from which ice floes 
approach structure components 

• 	 Ice floe sizes 
• 	 Water velocities 
• 	 Riverbed and seabed scour 
• 	 Bank and shoreline stability 
• Channel and shoreline geometry 

These components vary considerably 
throughout Alaska, depending on the 
physical characteristics of the river or 
coast, location, and breakup behavior. 

Dennis Nottingham is president of Peratrovich & Nottingham, Inc., an Alaskan engineering finn whose technical experience in
cludes design of over 100 structures in ice. He has worked extensively as a structural and civil engineer in both government and pri
vate sectors and holds degrees (B.S., M.S., civil engineering) from Montana State University. Brent T. Drage, vice president ofP & N, 
has over 12 years of professional engineering experience. He holds an M.S. degree in civil engineering from the University ofAlaska, 
Fairbanks, and is director of P & N's hydrologic engineering and water resource projects. Alan B. Christopherson (B.S., M.S., civil 
engineering) is P & N senior geotechnical engineer. His specialty is arctic foundations. 
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WORKING OPEN 


North-flowing rivers, such as the 
Kuparuk, Sagavanirktok and Colville, 
typically develop extreme flood dis
charges during breakup. South-flowing 
rivers, such as the Susitna, Gulkana and 
Yentna, tend to discharge at or below the 
mean annual flood during ice movement. 

Incised river channels usually produce 
classical breakup behavior, as shown in 
Figure 1. Early meltwater raises the water 
level and forces the ice cover to frac
ture along the boundary where ice is 

frozen to the riverbed. A continuing 
increase in flow will raise the ice until it 
is laterally unsupported, allowing the ice 
to move. During this stage of breakup, 
large ice floes equalling the river's width, 
and several river widths in length, will 
move from a few feet to several hundred 
feet downstream until they become con
stricted by other ice floes and the river
bank. These initial ice floes move at a 
low velocity but have a large mass and 
generally high ice strength. 

After the river discharge has increased 
sufficiently to initiate the breaking ice 
front (Fig. 2), the river ice moves dra
matically as it is flushed from the river. 
Large ice floes hitting stationary ice will 
cause the ice to fail in both crushing and 
bending modes and to develop pressure 
ridges composed of failed ice cover, oc
casionally down to the riverbed. A work
ing open lead usually indicates the loca
tion of the breakup front. During this 
process, the ice is broken into ice floe 
sizes compatible with the geometric and 
hydraulic characteristics of the river; 

ll I. 

these form the ice run. The ice run will 
progress downstream until either the river 
is flushed free of ice or the ice jams. 

Ice jams commonly occur where the 
river's gradient decreases, the river width 
constricts, or where there are man-made 
obstacles. Figure 3 portrays a typical 
longitudinal section through an ice jam. 
Open water normally occurs just down
stream of the key. Ice consolidates and 
the floes are rafted on top of each other, 
which thickens the ice accumulation. Ice 
jams can create extreme water elevations 
(a rise in water level of 50 feet has been 
observed behind an ice jam on the Yukon 
River near Ruby); generate great ice 
forces, both longitudinal and lateral; and 
induce severe scouring. 

An ice cover encountering a steep 
shoreline, as shown in Figure 4, may ini
tially fail in a downward-bending mode, 

Figure 2 (left). 
Plan view of 

breaking ice front. 

Figure 3 (below). 

Longitudinal section 
through an ice jam. 

stacking the smaller ice floes until they 
have grounded on the riverbed. The 
grounded floes then provide a foundation 
to carry the oncoming ice cover and in
duce an upward bending. This process 
eventually builds a wall of ice that pro
tects the shoreline from further ice attack 
(Fig. 5). Ice movement on a sloping shore 
behaves similarly (Fig. 6). This behavior 
is also common for large wind-driven ice 
sheets such as on lakes or oceans. 

Other river types, such as those with 
split channels and braided rivers, may not 
exhibit the previously discussed breakup 
behavior. Broad and shallow rivers are 
less likely to form dramatic ice jams 
because adjacent subchannels provide 
flood relief so water levels are lower. 
During freeze-up, water exists only in 
some of the channels, and therefore a 
smaller percentage of ice is generated 
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Figure 4. Ice push on a steep slope. 

with respect to the river's width. However, 
similar ice forces can be delivered to 
structures located on channels that con
vey ice during breakup. 

The thickness of ice generated in rivers 
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Figure 6. Ice push on a sloping shore. 

depends not only on the freezing index 
but also on river geometry and winter 
flow regime. Several northern rivers 
cease flowing during the winter, so that 
thick ice growth is limited to deep holes 

Figure 5. Bending failure of an ice sheet. 
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in the river system. When the water depth 
at freeze-up is shallow, ice will freeze 
fast to the riverbed. At breakup, the bond 
between ice and gravels must break before 
the ice can float away. 

Very broad rivers, however, tend to 
develop aufeis, which can generate very 
thick and wide ice fronts. Aufeis forms 
where frost penetrates through riverbed 
gravels and virtually dams subsurface 
flow, creating a hydrostatic head that 
forces water to the surface. Once exposed 
to the freezing ambient temperature, the 
water will freeze and form laminar ice. 
Since aufeis is frozen fast to the riverbed, 
it may or may not remain stationary when 
the breakup front moves through. The 
presence of aufeis deserves special atten
tion, with respect to structure location; 
aufeis has been a factor in at least one 
damaged bridge in Alaska. 

There are over 30 glacial lakes that 
are subject to potential dumping through
out Alaska. These lakes can release 
large quantities of water during any 
season and impose extreme water and 
ice conditions in the receiving river. 
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Figure 7. A wintertime glacial lake dump on the Beluga River. Figure 8. The Beluga River Bridge during a glacial lake dump flood, 
shown here during early construction efforts to replace the old truss. 

As an example, a wintertime lake dump on the Beluga 

River is shown in Figure 7, which outflanked the undersized 
bridge (Fig. 8). This bridge has since been replaced with a 
longer span supported by piers with inclined noses (Fig. 9). 

Ice processes vary considerably along the Alaskan coast· 
line. In the Beaufort and Bering Seas, annual ice thicknesses 
can exceed six feet. Ice sheets can be wind-driven shoreward 
in some locations during the winter when ice strengths are 
high, as well as during breakup. Also, multiyear pack ice floes 
can be wind·drivan to the shore during summer. The southern 
coast of Alaska usually does not generate ice as thick 
or strong; its high tidal fluctuations prevent ice from form· 
ing a rigid cover. Daily tidal fluctuations produce rim ice 

Figure 9. The new (left) and old Beluga River bridges. Note the eleva· around support structures, which can develop higher than ex· 
tion difference and ice breaker piers on the new bridge. pected axial loading that may or may 

not be eccentric. Figure 1 0 shows this 
phenomenon on the Anchorage dock 
in Cook Inlet. Several Alaskan villages, 
and therefore coastal structures, are 
located on river estuaries, so a deter· 
mination has to be made in such places 
of the impact of river or ocean ice. 

The point underlying this brief dis· 
cussion of potential and unique prob· 
lems for structures placed in active 
river or ocean ice is that criteria must 
be established based on local processes 
at each specific site. 

ICE THICKNESS 

Ice growth is primarily a function of 
freezing index, but is affected by many 
other factors, primarily snow cover, water 

Figure 10. Daily coastal tidal fluctuations develop rim ice on dock structures. temperature, flow, depth, wind and salin· 
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Figure 12. Sheet ice failure modes. 

ity. Past experience, studies and actual 
field measurements indicate that ice thick· 
ness can be approximated theoretically 
by the following formula: 

h = KA (S)y, 

where 

h ice thickness in inches 

s freezing index in degree-days 
(oF) 

K ice growth constant 

A ablation constant 

Generally the ice growth constant 
can vary from 0.5 to 0.9, where the lower 
value reflects snow cover and flowing 
water while the higher number suggests a 
wind-blown surface over still water, such 
as a lake. The freezing index will increase 
over winter until spring thaw, and can 
reach mean values from less than 1000 in 
southeast Alaska to over 8000 in the 
Arctic. In general, studies indicate the 
1 00-year recurrence interval freezing in
dex will be on the order of 30 to 40% 
higher than the mean annual index. 

From the wide range of ice thicknesses 
possible in Alaska, it is apparent that 
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Figure 13. Strength change with change in aspect ratio. 

site-specific information and analysis is 
critical. Theoretical approaches should be 
used as a guide only; field verification of 
ice thicknesses during ice movement 
is necessary (Fig. 11 -see cover). 

ICE STRENGTH 

Ice strength in crushing or bending is 
important for design purposes (Fig. 12). 
The crushing mode of ice failure is created 
when moving ice impacts a vertical or 
nearly vertical face, and the ice advance 
causes crushing perpendicular to the 
thickness. Many studies have been directed 
toward this phenomenon with greatest 
importance given to two factors; ice 
crushing strength and aspect ratio. 

Aspect ratio is defined as structure 
width "b" divided by ice thickness "h". 
We use a basic ice strength at an aspect 
ratio of one and decrease or increase 
strength accordingly, as shown in Figure 
13. Basic ice crushing strengths can vary 
from less than 150 to over 1200 psi 
(pounds per square inch). primarily 
depending on salinity, age and type of 
ice, temperature, and ablation. When a 

base crushing strength of 400 psi (com
monly used for freshwater ice in south
flowing rivers) has been used in designing 
structures, no known design failures 
have resulted to date. Lower values have 
also been used successfully for saltwater 
ice and ablated ice or ice subjected to 
significant thermal degradation. 

Most recent structure designs have 
been based on the crushing strength of 
ice, primarily because 1) common ice 
design codes address this approach; 2) 
conventional vertical structures often 
appear easier to build; and 3) bending 
mode structural analysis is more complex 
and not well understood. 

The paradox here is that older struc
tures show the presence of protective 
"starlings" and sloping pier noses as ef
forts to reduce ice forces by causing 
bending failure. Some of these older 
structures have performed admirably for 

many years. 
Techniques to cause ice to fail by 

bending have great importance if applied 
properly because ice forces are greatly 
reduced. Many existing design con-
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ICE FORCES 

Figure 14. Radial ice crack formation 
around a damaged light bridge pier. 

cepts must be discarded if this technique 
is to be employed economically. Bending 
ice failure can best be visualized by drop

ping a rock on thin ice or glass. The re
sulting fracture pattern appears much 

like a wagon wheel with spoke and cir
cumferential cracks. This same action 
results when a vertical load is applied to 
ice in either a downward or upward 
position. Ice will first fracture from this 
action radially outward, followed by cir
cumferential cracking. If one is driving a 
vehicle over ice that appears to be crack
ing, the rule is never to stop, because if 

time is adequate for circumferential 
crack formation, the danger of complete 
failure is likely. Radial cracks are believed 
to form from vertical forces of about 
1/5 to 1/3 the force values required for 
circumferential crack formation. An in
clined pier or icebreaker can impart a 
vertical force to an advancing ice sheet 
and cause bending failure. An example 
of radial cracking around a damaged bridge 
pier is shown in Figure 14. 

Bending stresses producing tensile 
failure in ice can vary generally from 30 
to 200 psi, depending mostly on ice type 
and salinity and less on temperature. 
Tensile bending failure has much less po
tential variation than the crushing mode, 
a feature that makes it attractive to de
signers. The damaged piers shown in 

Figure 14 were protected with inclined 
noses, as shown in Figure 15. 

Crushing Mode 

Horizontal forces from this action are 
reliably calculated as follows: 

H = Rfcbh 
where 

H horizontal force in pounds 
R aspect ratio factor 

base ice compressive strength 
in psi 

b structure width in inches 
h ice thickness in inches 

The aspect ratio factor is a multi
plier used to discourage the concept that 

a thin pier is subject to lower ice forces. 
Several methods have been suggested. 
Primarily, a curve with a base aspect 

ratio of 1.0 is used because successful 
piers constructed in Alaska have had as
pect ratios close to this value. The increase 
or decrease from this base would appear 
to be a realistic approximation. (Figure 
13 illustrated the significance of this fac
tor.) 

Two other uncertainties exist with this 
approach: the height at which the force 
is applied, and potential lateral loads. 

Normally, forces are applied to struc
tures somewhere between low water and 
mean annual flood elevation. It should be 
stressed that this is a rule of thumb only; 
site-specific conditions could exist that 
would violate this rule, particularly in 

north-flowing rivers and those subject to 
glacial lake dumps. 

Lateral loading to piers can come from 
a range of conditions including jamming, 
ice expansion, skew ice attack and vari
able nose crushing failure. 

Common practice varies considerably 
as to what magnitude should be assigned 
to lateral loads. For large rivers a range 
from five to ten thousand pounds per 
foot of pier length to one half the pier 
nose load has been used. When one half 
the pier nose load is used laterally, 
generally the nose load used in combina
tion is reduced to one half the maximum 
value. This latter load application is an 
attempt at addressing the phenomenon 
whereby variable crushing on a pier nose 
imparts lateral components, especially on 
pointed pier noses. Conservatively, design 
of piers for the Yukon River Bridge (Fig. 
16) used two ice loading conditions: 1) 
nose load of 2600 kips, together with 
1300 kips and 2) lateral load of 2600 kips 
from either direction. (1 kip = 1000 
lb/in 2.) 

The same phenomenon is possible 
when the bending ice failure mode re
sults in uneven ice breakage and variable 

loading. Certain structures may exhibit 
dynamic response to vibrations caused by 
ice crushing; thus this possibility should 
always be considered. 

Certain instances of jamming and ex
pansion are believed to cause structural 

Figure 15. Ice-resistant structure with inclined pier design. 
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where 

Figure 16. Yukon River Bridge, designed to resist ice crushing forces. The 410-foot 
spans give scale to the ice floe in this photograph. 

damage, giving credibility to the case for 
consideration of lateral loads, as well as 
more easily computed nose loads. In any 
case, for rivers where ice can move and 
the crushing mode is employed, designing 
for certain minimum ice forces is recom
mended. Analysis of several pier failures 
indicates that designing for minimum 
nose forces less than 100 kips is not ad
visable if there is the remote possibility 
of ice movement. 

Mathematical attempts have been made 
to calculate force by considering ice pan 
indentation and stoppage on piers, but 
this method should be used cautiously. 
Estimating ice size accurately is a severe 
and sometimes dangerous limitation. 

Bending Mode 

Forces for this action are not as easily 
identified as for the crushing mode, which 
could explain the conservatism and lack 
of scientific approach in such codes as the 
American Association of State Highways 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Bridge Code. 

With modern computers it is now rela
tively easy to analyze this mode by taking 
it as a beam on elastic support. Early 
results of typical computer analysis 
indicates the following approximate rela
tionship: 

v = 0.8 fth 2 

H = V tan (B + u) 

Figure 17. Ice failure in the bending mode seen as that of a beam on elastic support. 
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V vertical pier nose force in 
pounds 

ft ice bending tensile strength in 
psi 

h ice thickness in inches 
H horizontal pier nose force in 

pounds 
8 pier nose slope from the hori

zon in degrees, but never 
more than 56° 

u coefficient of friction of ice 
on the pier nose, in degrees 

This approximate relationship is not 
always suitable for use on unusual piers, 
such as those with great width or on earth 
slopes. 

For example, Figure 17 shows the 
approach as applied to a bridge pier at 
Nenana, where the structural program 
STRUDL was used to create the analogy. 
For this problem the parameters selected 
were: 


h 42 inches 

ft 120psi 

fc 400 psi 
E 1,000,000 psi 
8 56 degrees 
u 6 degrees 
Conical pier with 14-foot diameter at 
ice impact point 

by the approximate method: 
V = 169 kips 
H = 318kips 

A comparative analysis of the approxi
mate method was performed with the 
STRUDL computer program. Using beam 
on elastic support techniques, this com
puter program was used to model the be-

FIXED END 

ELASTIC SUPPORT 

INFINITE ICE SHEET ___, 

HAY ARE COMPONENT ICE LOADS AT STRUCTURE 
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Figure 18. Plot of bending stress in ice versus the distance from a structure. 

where the curves shown in Figure 18 inhavior of an infinite ice sheet impacting 
tercept the maximum allowable bending an inclined bridge pier. Horizontal and 
stress (fb = 120 psi). For purposes of a 

mate method were applied to the bottom sensitivity comparison, various values of 
vertical loads developed by the approxi

the modulus of elasticity were examinedof the ice sheet, as would be expected 
with the results as shown. In general,when an ice sheet impacts an inclined 
this computer analysis closely agreedstructure. This effect results in bending 
with the slightly more conservative apstress reversals very near the structure, as 

shown on the plot of bending stress ver proximate approach. 
In contrast, when the crushing modesus distance from a structure (Fig. 18). 

was applied to a 14-foot wide pier,In the field, we see the same effect in
H = 1750 kips; for a four-foot wide pier, dicated in Figure 5. The ice sheet may 

break at any distance from the impacted H reduced to 725 kips. 
These examples help to illustrate thestructure if discontinuities exist in the 

ice; but theoretically, the ice sheet should economic potential of designing to use 

fail at that distance from the structure the bending mode of ice failure. 

18 

DESIGN APPLICATION 

Various codes exist which present 
design approaches to be used where ice 
forces are combined with various other 
loads; the AASHTO Bridge Code is com

monly used in Alaska. 
As noted, this code does not accurately 

address all aspects related to design in ice 
and, if improperly used, may result in 
unsafe design, especially with regard to 
loading combination "overstress" allow

ables . 
Accurate analysis of ice forces and ap

plication for economical design should 

address two conditions: 

1. Structure performance without dam
age under normal expected events. 

2. Structure performance without col

lapse during extreme events. 


In Alaska, ice loads are usually so large 
that one loading combination will domi
nate, that being dead load plus ice load. 

It is important to assess ice and dead 
loads accurately with the understanding 
that they are real and not probabalistic. 
After establishing a realistic design con
dition, conventional design allowable 
stresses are applied, which contain safety 
factors, as found in most codes without 
increases. 

The extreme event should also be as
sessed, and the structure reanalyzed to 
assure that collapse cannot occur; for ex
ample, for steel this usually means keep
ing below yield stress levels. For the 
Kuparuk River bridge, an extreme event 
nose load of 1267 kips was used with a 
load of 922 kips applied for allowable 

design criteria. 
If the best available scientific principles 

are applied in design, structures will be 
the safest and most cost-effective pos

sible. 

CONCLUSION 
In the interest of better arctic design 

in Alaska, we have presented essential 
concepts for ice-resistant designs. Addi
tional research work in the fields of ice 
strength and physical processes are needed 
to understand fully the many aspects 
discussed, and more effort is required to 
promulgate codes that will clearly address 
ice design. Until more formal methods 
are developed, it is advisable to involve 
experienced engineers in establishing 
criteria for significant structure design. + 
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by Kenneth J. Kokjer 

PACKET BROADCASTING 


INTRODUCTION 

Packet broadcasting is a communica
tion technique which allows for sharing 
a single communication channel among 
a large number of data communication 
users. It was developed by the Univer
sity of Hawaii to support remote terminal 
access to its time-sharing computer. (The 
term ALOHANET,

1 
which will be used 

below in connection with the Hawaiian 
system, refers to both the communication 
network and the network staff.) The 
technique is powerful enough to allow 
a single voice-grade satellite channel (such 
as the single-channel-per-carrier ones in 
use for the rural Alaska small earth station 
network) to support 100 to 300 users 
simultaneously doing such things as con
versational "telex" and time-sharing com

2 
puter access. 

The techniques were developed for 
terrestrial radio channels in Hawaii. 
Some experimental work was done over 
a satellite channel (ATS -1) about seven 
years ago by our group at the University 
of Alaska, Fairbanks (UAF), the Univer
sity of Hawaii ALOHANET staff and 
workers at NASA Ames Research Center 
in California. Since then additional work 
has been done by two other groups - one 
at the University of Sydney, Sydney, 
Australia, and one at Tohoku University, 
Sendai, Japan. The electrical engineering 
department at UAF has maintained some 
low level of activity along with a con

tinuing high level of interest. We believe 
that extending these techniques to the 
network of small earth stations around 
Alaska can have significant benefits to 
many organizations in· and outside the 
State government. 

To promote active participation by 
UAF, Tohoku University invited the 
author to spend three months there 
developing the necessary facilities. This 
paper will briefly describe how packet 
broadcasting works, present the results 
of the Tohoku residency, and outline 
future directions the work may take. 

PACKET BROADCASTING 
OPERATION 

The basic principles of packet broad
casting have been known and used for 
many years on voice channels. It has 
taken the advent of the computer-on
a-chip to make the technique practical 
for data communications. Picture a typical 
citizen's band (CB) radio channel in a 
large city. Person "A" wants to talk with 
person "8". "A" listens to the channel, 
and if no one is using it, pushes the switch 
and transmits his message to "8". If "8" 
is listening, and if no one else tried to 
transmit simultaneously, "B" will hear 
the message. "8" then repeats the pro
cedure in order to respond to "A". "A" 
will wait for some time to hear a response. 
If "B" doesn't respond within this time, 
"A" will assume that the message was 

not received and will try again. A response 
from "8" will verify that the original 
message did get through. Or, "B" may tell 
"A" directly that the message did not get 
through ("You were clobbered, good 
buddy, try again"). The notification of a 
successful message with no notification of 
an unsuccessful one is an example of 
a "positive acknowledgment scheme", 
whereas the latter notification of an un
successful attempt is called a "negative 
acknowledgment scheme". Both are used 
in voice networks. 

With a computer controlling the ex
changes and the timing, it is possible for 
similar exchanges to happen in fractions 
of a second. A message consisting of a 
single typed line from a terminal can be 
sent in only 50-100 msec (thousandths of 
a second). A positive acknowledgment 
can be sent in much less time. Since a 
human takes much longer than this to 
type a line on a terminal, each user will 
occupy the channel for a very brief dura
tion, leaving it clear for other users to try 
the rest of the time. With suitable error 
detection and control, such a channel can 
be statistically shared, apparently simul
taneously, by large numbers of users. 

Each small earth station will need 
a microcomputer-based interface to handle 
the satellite communication link and the 
individual users' terminals. Such a station 
will support multiple terminals, and there 
is little a priori limit to the number of 

Kenneth J. Kokjer is associate professor of electrical engineering and biophysics at the University ofAlaska, Fairbanks, and has a 
shared appointment with the Institute ofArctic Biology and the School ofEngineering. Dr. Kokjer's special research interests include 
satellite broadcasting techniques. 
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them which might be attached. With cur
rent technology, it is estimated that the 
cost of the interface system at each earth 
station will be less than $10,000. This 
price would certainly include the micro
computer-based controller necessary to 
support this communication system, and 
it probably would include the modified 
channel equipment for the satellite radio 
link as well. The cost of terminals and 
their local communication apparatus 
would be in addition to the above. 

Considerable research and develop
mental efforts are needed to design and 
test the interface and the specific proto
col (rules of use) best suited for these 
channels. Initial experiments between the 
electrical engineering department at UAF, 
NASA Ames Research Center and the 
University of Hawaii ALOHANET were 
done in 1973-74, and involved a three
station network over the ATS-1 satel
lite.3 Tohoku University has been con
ducting error measurements and com
munication tests over the ATS-1 link 
since about 1975-76. Some of these have 
been in conjunction with the ALOHANET 
group, and some more recently with the 
group at the University of Sydney. Gen
erally the tests have involved only two 
stations and do not attack the problems 
of a multi-station network. Because of 
the desire to develop a multi-station net
work, the Tohoku group has been strong
ly encouraging other universities to resume 
or initiate activity in network experi· 
ments, hence my invitation. 

WORK AT TOHOKU 

During the past six years, many changes 
occurred which necessitated modifica
tions to the UAF system. Most of the 
functions supporting the network have 
been implemented in software (the pro
grams running on the controlling compu
ter), and various hardware and protocol 
changes required a complete redesign of 
the software. A large portion of the effort 
in any such station must be applied to 
this software, and most of my time in 
Japan was spent in software design, 
coding (writing and entering the soft
ware) and testing (debugging and verifi
cation). At UAF the controlling computer 
is a NOVA, and we were fortunate in hav
ing a NOVA system at Tohoku. Having 
this compatible machine meant that the 

complete software development cycle 
could be done in Japan, and we could 
return with an operational system. 

The software which was developed 
for this station was designed to be very 
modular, so that modifications and en
hancements could be done by changing 
or adding only small segments of code. 
The software supports multiple activities 
executing concurrently through a "multi
tasking operating system" (system-level 
software which supervises the controller's 
application software). This allows us to 
write programs to support each separate 
function as though it were the only one 
involved, and then to rely on the opera
ting system to manage all operations on 
an interleaved, shared basis. Operator 
control is provided through console in
teractions in which the operator can select 
functions and modify actions either by 
choosing from displayed menus or by 
typing specified keywords. This selection 
process is handled through a set of tables, 
and adding or modifying selections is 
easily done by adding or modifying en
tries in the tables and then providing the 
corresponding software modules. The de
sign devised during the residency supports 
a specific testing protocol currently in 
use between the operational stations. 
Because of the flexible modularity in the 
software design, it will be relatively easy 
to modify the software to support other 
kinds of testing protocols, and to expand 
the system to handle the interactive 
message protocols in the future. 

The differences in the physical con
figurations between the systems used at 
the University of Alaska and Tohoku 
made it impossible to do much detailed 
hardware implementation. One interface 
board for the NOVA was shipped to 
Tohoku and tested with the software. A 
minimal amount of hardware was designed 
and constructed to allow operation of the 
software in a realistic simulation. This 
simulation consisted of operating the sta
tion into a tape recorder used as the com
munication medium. A tape was written 
by the operational Tohoku station, then 
carried to the experimental station and 
played back. Another tape was written 
at the experimental station and carried to 
the operational station. In both cases, 
successful reception indicated proper op
eration of the experimental software. 

Detailed hardware design of the inter
faces and the communication gear was 
left until my return to UAF. 

CURRENT AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES 

Our group in the electrical engineering 
department will reestablish a station to 
join the experiments on ATS-1. Work is 
in progress to complete the implementa
tion of this station, so that tests may 
begin with the other groups this winter. 
These experiments will provide a basis 
from which future designs may start. 
In addition, an operational station at 
UAF will provide a demonstration site to 
illustrate the techniques. Such activities 
are expected to provide insight into the 
problems of protocol design which, taken 
as a group, represent the primary focus in 
the network design tasks. These tasks will 
occupy increasing amounts of time as 
more effort is expended in attempting to 
implement such a network on the small 
earth station channels for the rural Alaskan 
applications. 

Within State government, there are 
already two major computer networks, 
one small network, and several agencies 
with needs for easy communication into 
rural areas. All of these could significant
ly benefit from the lowered costs and 
easier access of utilizing packet broadcast
ing techniques on the existing small 
earth station hardware. In many cases 
this may be the only affordable way of 
bringing such facilities to very remote 
areas. 
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by D.A. Lynch 

Building in the Arctic: 

A Private Approach 


The most" important element in design 
for northern construction is people. They 
have to construct the building, but more 
important, they have to live in it. Owner
ship of a building is asinine if the owner 
cannot afford to operate and maintain 
it. The building will receive minimal use 
and maintenance if the owner or occu
pants are uncomfortable with the layout, 
design and operation. The other factors 
in northern design - from permafrost 
through financing -are all important and 
must be accounted for, but they are secon
dary compared to the human element. 

The design process is really quite sim "Chalet" design residences: new homes in the north. 
ple provided you are prepared to start at 

the beginning. Problems arise when you follow is KISS: Keep It Simple, Stupid. ects have appeared similar but have dif

begin at some halfway point, such as fail You can't be on site to supervise every fered considerably in design and construc

ing to examine the lifestyle of the build minute and every square inch of construc tion. 

ing's occupants; knowing too little of tion; you must plan a project that will be Our clients are usually private enter

arctic climate and building conditions; built without you and without skilled prise, individuals, church organizations, 

failing to understand the transportation help. Few construction crews travel in the and small communities with very restricted 

and construction process in the north; Arctic and each project would require a finances. We start with a budget, a pur

and generally trying to take a southern new training process. pose, and a thorough understanding of 

building and tra_nsplant it to the north. Our first project was completed in 1973 our client. We examine the proposed site, 


We developed our project process in in Cape Dorset, on the southern tip of climatic conditions, prevailing winds, com
the south, working on recreational and Baffin Island. We have since constructed munity resources, transportation, work 
agricultural buildings for small communi 55 projects, including houses, community force and time schedule before we con
ties who had an abundance of desire but centers, recreation halls, a hotel, office sider the type and design of building. 
sorely limited finances. Volunteer or buildings, apartment buildings, a radio/tel The checklist is long and fairly de
community labor gave them "sweat evision production studio, parking garages tailed. 
equity" in the buildings; it also meant and warehouses. These were primarily in • How will the building get to the site? 
pride of ownership and reduced vandal the Baffin and Keewatin regions with Could it be dragged there? Flown in a 
ism. This gave us a start on a healthy several projects in the MacKenzie region DC3? Is heavy-duty equipment available 
attitude for work in the north, where of the Northwest Territories and some in all the way? Will the material be buried in 
when it comes to sophisticated building northern Quebec on Hudson Strait. Each the snow during construction? Will it be 
systems, specialized equipment, skilled project was unique, designed for a specific on an open barge for a month or uncrated 
subtrades - forget it. The approach to owner, purpose and location. Some proj- during an airlift? 

D.A. Lynch has been a partner in Peirson Building Systems Ltd. and Agrena Arctic Ltd. (P.O. Box 207, Peterborough, Ontario, 
Canada K9J 6Y8) since 1970. For 11 years prior to that he was with Timber Structures, manufacturers of laminated structural 
wood products. Of his firm's accomplishments in the north, he states: "We have designed, supplied, packaged, crated and shipped 
over 5000 tons of complete buildings and fUrnishings. We have not been prejudiced by special training and have been able to succeed 
because ofour attitude. " 
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• Does the site have permafrost? 
Where is the active layer? What type of 
gravel is available - bedrock, rock out
crop? Is piling equipment available? Ex
pensive? Could you pour concrete footings 
or piers? 

• Is snow piling a factor? Will you 
bury the surrounding buildings or be 
buried by them? 

• Does the community have a utilidor, 
sewage pumpout or honey bucket set-up? 
What is the power source? 

• Is there a skilled work force? Can 
they handle the plumbing, heating and 
electrical work; or would we have to fly 
in subtrades? What accommodation is 
available and at what cost? How frequent 
is air transportation? What will we have 
to allow for travel and standby time? 

• Can we design this project for air
lift to have a better local crew for con
struction? What is the cost differential 
between airlift and sealift? What are 
daylight hours in April/May for airlift 
vs. August/September for sealift? 

• Does the design require special 
material or equipment, such as crane, 
forklift, scaffolding or even ladders? Is 
the special material available across the 
country or must it be transhipped from 
east to west or vice versa? 

• What is the time schedule? Working 
backwards from the final receiving date 
at the port, is there sufficient time for 
rail shipment, loading cars, packaging, 
crating, transhipping, manufacturing, as
sembling, purchase orders, final drawings 
and specifications, approvals, preliminary 

The arched rafters of this house shell are formed from laminations of 1" x 2" or 1" x 3" 
boards, finger-jointed to form full-length pieces and pressure glued in a steel preformed 
jig to achieve the desired shape. They are manufactured in CSA (Canadian Standards 
Association) certified plants. 

drawings and specs, contract, preliminary 
design and quotations? 

• What are the life cycle costs for the 
building? How long will the building sur
vive with only normal maintenance - 3 
years, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years? What 
are the anticipated power and fuel con
sumptions? 

These questions may appear redundant 
to those living in the north but the major
ity of buildings are designed and supplied 
from the south. Most so-called experts or 
specialists have tunnel vision and do not 
realize that neither the questions nor an
swers have ever been accurately defined. 
The "tunnel" is really an open field with 
no specific guidelines as to where to start 
or end. The more projects you complete 

Erecting a shell. Plypanels used in the floor are manufactured in a CSA certified plant 
using stress graded lumber for the webs, fully insulated with waterproof plywood top 
and bottom skins, pressure glued and stapled in place to form a monolithic unit. The 
top and bottom skins overlap alternate ends and edges to form a shiplap joint system 
that can be caulked and nailed in place, producing a sealed floor. 

in the north, the more you realize how 
little you know. 

During our nine years in the Arctic, we 
have designed, supplied, packaged, crated 
and shipped 5000 tons of complete build
ings and furnishings. Our library contains 
information about community resources, 
climate, site conditions, work forces, 
accommodations, travel, transportation, 
equipment, costing, design, and time 
schedules. We do our own research and 
development, supervise some projects, 
and inspect virtually all projects regard
less of location. And we are still learning. 

AN EXERCISE IN PLANNING 

Let us assume that a couple with one 
child has approached us to build a house 
in the Keewatin District, Northwest Ter
ritories. They have a lot 80 feet wide by 
100 feet long which slopes from north 
to south three feet. The site is underlain 
with permafrost, with a 12-inch active 
layer. The number of degree days for a 
home at this location is in the 18,000 
range. 

The total project cost this couple can 
manage, over 20 years, is $130,000, 
including furnishings. The house should be 
about 1600 square feet to provide the 
services and storage they have requested, 
should consume no more than 700 to 800 
imperial gallons of fuel oil per year, use 
about 1000 kw of power per month, and 
300 gallons of water per week. 

The first question is whether the proj
ect can be completed this year. Assuming 
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that delivery will be by sealift, amvmg 
mid-July, and starting at the end and 
working forward, we estimate the schedule 
shown in Table 1. 

If the rough schedule seems feasible, 
then we proceed to the next areas of gen
eral concern. Material supply and cost 
vary considerably across Canada. Lumber 
in the west is sold by 1000 board feet, de
pending upon the species, quality and size. 
In the east it is sold by length, with any
thing over 12 feet commanding premium. 
A 20-foot 2" x 1 0" piece will cost three 
times as much in the east as in the west. 
Freight running east to west costs four 
times as much as from west to east. Re
design of the structural elements in a 
building, to suit the supply at the nearest 
port, can reduce the cost by 7%. Ground 
transportation costs can be excessive 
if materials must be obtained from one 
source only. Strikes and summer holiday 
shutdowns can play havoc with shipping 
dates. 

tern for the building. The grade rarely is 
level, true gravel that can be properly 
compacted and stabilized is uncommon, 
permafrost is intermittent and varies 
drastically in depth and activity, and bed
rock is usually sloping and shale. Expen
sive schools and hopitals can afford proper 
site investigation, piles, piers and foot
ings, but the budget for the average house 
does not permit this thoroughness. 

We have found that the normal granu
lar base pad installed to a compacted 
two-foot minimum depth is one of the 
most feasible construction systems. These 
pads are usually a composite of granular 
rock, shale and gravel. We assume a 
bearing capacity of 1000 to 1200 pounds 
per square foot; in nine years of working 
from this, we have encountered minimal 
problems, as long as the pad extends at 
least five feet beyond the building per
imeter and the building is sufficiently 
elevated and insulated to maintain an 
even temperature in the pad. This type of 

TABLE 1 

Furnishings, interior finishing 2 weeks October 1 to October 15 
Plumbing, heating, electrical 2 weeks September 17 to October 1 
Construction 10 weeks July 15 to September 24 
Delivery 3 weeks Leave June 25  Arrive July 16 
Receiving at dockside and delivery to port 2 weeks June 11 to June 25 
Manufacturing, packaging, crating 4 weeks May 14 to June 11 
Purchasing, delivery to warehouse 2 weeks April 30 to May 14 
Approvals, permits 3 weeks April 9 to April 30 
Design, engineering, working drawings 4 weeks March 12 to April 9 
Contract- January, February or March 

Each package or crate must be designed 
not only to survive travel, but to survive 
being stacked six or seven high at the 
port. Handling is not gentle, since trans
portation companies are fighting time and 
weather. Damage claims are virtually non
existent in the Arctic, so you really have 
one chance to do the job, unless you wish 
to pay ten times the sealift charges to fly 
it in or leave a crew idle at $1000 per day. 

DESIGN 

The major problem encountered in 
northern construction is the support sys-

Before March 12 

base pad normally stabilizes in a year, so 
if it were installed in advance of construc
tion, the structural support system would 
not be so critical. The fact is the pads are 
completed as the project is scheduled, 
quite often as the building materials are 
delivered. 

We always assume the worst situation 
and have rarely been surprised. The max
imum fully loaded situation for the build
ing is calculated, and the treated wood 
grids sized accordingly. We use a glued
laminated floor support grid, spliced in 
the field to form an extremely tough, 

braced, structure. Pairs of tapered wood 
shims on each wood base pad give this 
system any elevation adjustment required. 
This support system is strong enough to 
permit one-third of the building to sur
vive temporarily without support. 

Primary winds in the Keewatin Dis
trict are from the north-northwest. Our 
buildings are designed for a basic north
south orientation, varying up to 15° from 
this axis to control the snow-piling effect 
and leave the entrances clear. The entry 
vestibule, storage and mechanical room 
are at the rear to act as a wind buffer. 

Some people put skirting around their 
buildings to mitigate the brutal winds. 
This is a realistic maneuver provided the 
skirting is removed in the spring to permit 
the area under the building to thaw out 
and to remove the accumulated hoar
frost, as well as to achieve the same tem
perature under the building as at the sur
rounding perimeter, to prevent differen
tial settlement. 

We have worked with many different 
types of floor systems from the simple 
joist to the truss system. The cheapest 
is the single joist system, but this permits 
frost transfer and must be nailed and 
caulked from below. The truss will take 
more insulation and the webs restrict 
frost transfer, but there are many gaps to 
seal. Both systems require clear weather 
for insulating. 

We have changed all our designs to 
an insulated lap joint, premanufactured 
plypanel with a 3" subfloor applied on 
top after the building is closed in. The 
total floor system - wood pads, shims, 
glulam beams, hardware and plypanels 
can be erected in 1Y2 to 2 days regardless 
of the weather. The beams are 15" clear 
of the grade and the underside of the 
panels are 27" clear. All ·work is done 
from above. Total insulation value of the 
system is R32 and can be as high as R40 
depending on the panel thickness. 

DOWN TO SPECIFICS 

The primary heat loss areas, and the 
most difficult to construct, are the floor 
and roof. Heat transfer from the building 
and heat conduction through the floor 
system are basic northern hazards. 
Insulation will not stop the heat loss or 
wind; it simply slows it down. If we re
quire a 1600 tt2 building, the shape could 
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Left: This floor support system uses glued-laminated 
(glulam) beams, engineered and manufactured in CSA 
certified plants with stress graded, kiln dried lumber 
glued under pressure (200 psi) with a fully waterproof 
adhesive to produce controlled sizes, quality and 
lengths. 

Right: A mission house. 

Below: The shell of this recreation building will be 
clad with tentest (%" thick x 4' x 8' sheets of oil- or 
asphalt-impregnated fiberboard) and felt paper (as
phalt-impregnated building paper weighing 15 lb per 
100 ft2, usually in 3' x 120' rolls). 

be square (40' x 40') or rectangular (25' x 
64') or two-story (28' x 28'). A two-story 
building immediately reduces the size of 
the major heat loss and problem areas, 
but creates a minor problem in structural 
stability. A square or rectangular building 
requires long hallways to give access to 
the individual rooms. A two-story build
ing requires short halls around the head 
and foot of the stairs. Our designs have 
7.8 to 10.2% of the total building area 

used for traffic. Normal designs run as 
high as 15%. 

Although we have many varied build
ing designs, our predominant one is the 
arched rafter "chalet". We have used this 
style for housing, apartments, churches, 
recreation centers, hotels, warehouses 
and a television production studio. It is 
a freestanding, insulated building which 
permits an infinite number of room vari
ations or building uses. 

This patented house design incorpor
ates pairs of glued-laminated wood rafters 
to give a clear span interior space 28 ft 
wide by 23ft high. The rafters are erected 
in pairs in steel anchor shoes on a 2" x 
10" sill plate spiked to the plypanel floor. 
The rafters are then strapped with 2 x 4s 
on the outer face and clad with v.'' 
tentest, 15 lb. felt paper and finished 
with 30-gauge narrow rib, prepainted 
steel. 

The curved wall/roof system is insula
ted from the inside with three separate 
layers of insulation to achieve R40 for 
the system. The tentest and felt paper 
permit the system to breathe and in the 
spring any entrapped moisture will con
dense on the underside of the steel roof
ing, to run down the vertical ribs and out 
at the bottom trim. The steel cladding is 
sealed at all laps and trim except the base 
with foam closures, butyl tape and caulk
ing, and is screw-anchored in place. The 
roof insulation is supplied in 4' x 100' 
rolls to provide continuous lengths from 
floor to peak. The outer layer is horizon
tal with the two inner layers vertical to 
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Right: Wall and roof insulation. 

Below: The roofing on this hotel is prepainted 
galvanized steel with 5000 series paint factory
applied to one surface and then roll-formed to 
shape. 

Below: Tongue-and-groove plywood on this four
plex apartment is exterior grade Douglas fir as 
specified by COFI (Council of Forest Industries). 

provide thermal breaks and prevent cold 
transfer. The 6 mil poly vapor barrier is 
caulked and stapled in continuous lengths 
to the inner face of the rafters. Any joints 
are made on solid backing with acousti
cal caulking, which remains indefinitely 
pliable. The inner face of the rafters and 
vapor barrier are strapped with 2 x 3s to 
provide electrical chaseways and prevent 
damage to the barrier. 

We actually class the poly film as an 
air vapor barrier since its prime purpose is 
to provide an intact, continuous inner 
skin on the building to contain the living 

8' sheets of tongue-and-groove, rough	 curved side walls with a shed roof sloping atmosphere, similar to a balloon. Rup
upwards to the second floor level. The tures in this barrier permit moisture-laden sawn, grooved plywood, caulked in place 
end walls are also insulated from theair from the interior to pass through the with steel trim. This wall is sandwiched 

system to at dew point between two pairs of rafters and finished interior in two separate crossed layers tocondense the 
within the insulation. with a matching fascia rafter. The rear achieve R30 for the system. 

The vertical end walls are constructed wall has no overhang or soffit to catch We usually support the second floor 
with a central post and beam system,in two sections with the lower eight feet 	 the wind. The front wall has a two-foot 

overhang within the curved side walls, with ledgers and joist hangers bolted tobuilt in one unit and the upper, variable 
the side wall rafters. The curved rafters length built from the second floor staging. which then slope from the second floor 
actually bulge outwards between the first The outer face of the 2" x 6" studs are out eight feet to enclose the front entry 
and second floors. Width of the second strapped horizontally with 2 x 3s on vestibule and deck. 

leveledge, clad with Y." tentest, 15 lb. felt This design has the rear entry, storage floor is 26 ft with 24 ft the clear 

and mechanical room built within the width at the point 4' 6" above this floor. paper and finished with prefinished 4' x 
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Interior partitioning is standard con
struction, using prefinished wood, vinyl
faced gypsum board or painted gypsum 
board panels. The mechanical room is 
fire-rated by a double layer of Type X 
gypsum board, with offset joints on the 
walls and ceiling. We normally refrain 
from a drywall-type system of tape and 
putty joints because of the labor involved 
and cracking when the building shifts. 

If windows are required in the curved 
wall/roof system, we use either a triple 
acrylic dome unit in a wood frame or a 
"Velux" operating unit from Sweden. 
The primary windows are in the front, 
south-facing, end wall for solar gain with 
smaller units in the rear wall to provide 
cross ventilation in the summer. All 
operating units are wood casement, crank
out type, with a pressure locking bar to 
compress the weatherstripping. All units 
are double glazed, with a third exterior 
pane of acrylic. The controlling factor on 
window design is the air infiltration rate 
of the total assembled unit; we aim for 
the minimum possible infiltration. 

Our housing units have two entry/exits, 
with the rear one primary and the front 
one for summer and emergency use. Both 
are airlocked so the outer door has a 
reduced temperature differential to pre
vent frost buildup on the hardware as 
well as bowing of the exterior insulated 
steel door. The inner entry door is solid 
core wood and the interior doors are 
prefinished hollow core wood. Exterior 
hardware is lever type, since knob sets 
tend to slip in mittened hands. Exterior 
door frames are specially built wood with 
factory-installed gaskets and weatherstrip
ping. 

The furnace is outside the main build
ing envelope to prevent stack loss from 
the chimney; this saves as much as 10% 
of the annual fuel bill. The chimney is 
either within the main shell or in a sepa
rate, insulated enclosure to prevent con
densation on the stainless steel chimney. 
Sulphuric acid in the condensation could 
eat out the chimney in two to three years. 

The heating system uses an oil-fired 
hot water boiler for hydronic baseboard 
radiation. All heating units are surface
mounted after the interior is panelled. 
Exposed piping is concealed in radiation 
cabinets for access. The house employs a 
double-loop system with zone controls. 

Floor plan of Cape Breton chalet-type house design. 
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Floor plan of Cape Breton chalet-type house design. 
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The boiler has a built-in coil to provide 
domestic hot water, which is stored in a 
40-gallon auxiliary tank. The boiler and 
all other mechanical and electrical equip
ment are in an isolated room at the back 
of the house, with fresh makeup air drawn 
through the rear entry vestibule. We are 
currently examining the use of air-to-air 
heat exchangers. 

The housing unit is self-contained, 
with a built-in heated sewage holding 
tank within the floor support system, in
terior domestic water storage tank, pres
sure system and exterior oil tank. We can 
supply (and have furnished) standby gen
erators in case of power failure. This home 
will retain its temperature for 8 to 12 
hours without auxiliary heat. 

The storage areas are separated for 
control and access. Each bedroom has a 
large closet. The upstairs hall has a large 
closet and separate linen closet. The bath
room has a separate storage area at the 
curved wall. The kitchen has a walk-in 
storage unit which contains the chest 
freezer. The mechanical room has both 
storage and a work bench. Both vestibules 
have cold storage areas for skins, boots 
and clothing. Smaller storage areas are 
easier to organize and maintain. 

The house is designed with an open 
living/dining/kitchen area. One large 
room can be used as a family room or 
office. A half bath services the main floor. 
There is a separate area for laundry. The 
upstairs has a full bathroom, three bed
rooms, and a den/study/hobby room or 
fourth bedroom. We have also inverted 
the plan with bedrooms on the first floor 
and the living/dining/kitchen on the 
second floor. 

We use radial rubber slabs in the vesti
bules, vinyl asbestos tile in the lower hall, 
bathroom, laundry, kitchen, storage and 
stairs, and jute-backed carpet in the 
remainder. Proper colors and finishes are 
important to create a mental oasis in the 
Arctic desert. 

COST AND MAINTENANCE 

All of the building components, ap
pliances, finishes, packaged and crated 
f.o.b. Port of Montreal, Quebec or 
Churchill, Manitoba cost approximately 
$58,000 and weigh 75,000 pounds with 
4800 cubic feet bulk. 

The furnishing package (exclusive of 
linen and utensils) would be $8000 crated 
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Interior views of a completed residence. 

at the port with a weight of 4000 pounds 
and volume of 1000 cubic feet. 

Marine transportation costs for sealift 
should be $15,900. Marine insurance and 
builders all-risk insurance would cost 
$1000. 

Delivery from high-water mark to job
site could cost $3200. Supply and instal
lation of the gravel base pad would be 
$4500. Construction costs should be ap
proximately $32,000 including travel and 
room and board, bringing the total cost 
(exclusive of land lease) to $119,000. 

Costs of the various phases certainly 
will vary from area to area but the over
all budget is realistic. 

Maintenance for this house would be 
as follows: 

Year One 

relevel building and tighten wood 
shims in both spring and fall 
recaulk all exterior, especially doors, 
windows and end walls 
finish paint exterior woodwork 
tighten up building and recheck 
openings in walls for mechanical 
equipment 
check sewage holding tank for leaks 
or freezing 
check oil tank for moisture accumu
lation 
tune up and recharge heating system 

Following Years 

check wood shims both spring and 
fall 
check all caulking 
tune up heating system 

Annual operating costs for this house 
have proven to be approximately $4700: 
fuel consumption of 750 gallons at 
$2.25/gallon totaled $1,687.50, and 
power consumption of 1000 kwh/m x 12 
x 25e /kwh equaled $3000. In addition, 
300 gallons of water per week were con
sumed. 

Although this unit may be initially 10 
to 15% more expensive than a somewhat 
comparable government unit, within three 
years the operating and maintenance cost 
differential will equalize the total expen
diture, giving the owner a substantial 
saving in the following years. + 
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by Kenneth H. Hobson 

COMPUTERS IN DESIGN AND 

MANUFACTURING 

DESIGN 

The ability of computers to produce speedy solutions to 
complex mathematical problems has long been recognized, 
but the extent to which computerized drafting is now being 
used to produce very satisfactory engineering drawings is 
perhaps not so widely known. 

A computer drafting system consists essentially of an input 
device of some kind, of which there are many, a computer, and 
a computer-controlled graphics device, such as a plotter, capable 
of producing the actual drawing. Appropriate software - the 
programs themselves - is also a prerequisite. In fact computer 
graphics systems span a very broad spectrum, from remote 
terminals providing input to a mainframe computer control
ling one or many plotters, to a relatively simple graphics input 
device hard-wired to a micro-computer that directly controls 
a graphics output device, thus constituting an entirely self-con
tained system with a sole purpose of producing drawings. In 
some cases an interface can be provided between such a system 
and a mainframe computer, allowing the larger storage capacity 
of the main computer to be used as needed. 

Input devices vary from the familiar typewriter-like keyboard 
to graphics tablets which allow sketches to be drawn and direct· 
ly input to the system. In some cases "menus" of graphics 
symbols are provided, which can be included on the finished 
drawing merely by the operator's touching the image of the 
symbol desired on an illuminated transparent screen. Fre
quently input terminals have a visual display screen, allowing 
graphical work to be viewed and errors to be corrected before 
the finished drawing is made. 

TABLE 1 

CAD/CAM SYSTEMS 


Adage IDI 
Applicon M&S 
Auto-Trol National Computer Systems 
Calma Synercom Technology 
Computer-Vision Tektronix 
Evans & Sutherland United Computing Corp. 
Gerber Vector General 
IBM 

Very large quantities 
Special purpose machines. 

'-'''' qu'"T" 
Computer-controlled machines 

~ 
Small quantities 

Unique items, sometimes large 
Manual machining. 

Figure 1. Production range of computer-aided manufac
turing. 

The drafting requirements for a particular job must be 
matched against the capabilities of the system or systems 
available before the engineer decides whether to use a computer
ized system for producing any given drawing. In actual practice, 
to utilize the advantages of each method, a combination of 
manual and computer drafting is often used. Table 1 lists the 
systems most commonly used in industry at present. (Com
puter-aided design is abbreviated to CAD; computer-aided man
ufacturing is CAM.) 

Unfortunately there is little or no standardization among the 
various turnkey systems listed in Table 1, either in hardware or 
software, so a large company using several of these would either 
have to develop or have developed an interface of some kind to 
make the systems compatible. It seems probable that this situa
tion will change in the near future. 

MANUFACTURING 

Computer-aided manufacturing, like computer-aided design, 
is of comparatively recent origin. Today a great many industrial 
processes are controlled by the computer. These include ma-

Kenneth H. Hobson is assistant professor of civil engineering at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, and a registered Professional 
Engineer (Mechanical) with the State of Alaska. He holds an MS. Degree in Engineering Management from UAF and has co-authored 
a computer manual for students taking engineering graphics courses. 
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chine shop equipment (everything RLL DIMEHSIOHS ARE IH IHCHES 
from individual machines to machin
ing centers). inspection, plate cut· 

ting for steel structures, paint 0 • 50 ············~·····..·············4 •00·······················4 

spraying, production line assembly, i i ~ 
..--+--+---------+----.···················-······-· 
and more. The great strength of 0.50 DIR ! ~ [ ! 
computer-aided manufacturing lies !X 0.62 DEEP 
in the middle range of production. 
Figure 1 attempts to show this 
graphically. 

In the machine shop the great advantages offered by computer 
control are flexibility, repeatability, and greatly increased 
machining speeds. If the design of an engineering part must be 
changed, in most cases it can be done readily by merely chang· 
ing the computer program, often only in some minor degree. 
Since the traverse, feed, etc. of the machine are computer 
controlled to a high degree of accuracy, all parts produced on 
that machine will be of uniform dimensions, much more so than 
on a manually operated machine which relies largely upon 
the skill of the operator. Once a program has been written, the 
quantity of items required matters little; in many cases, com· 
puter control even may be appropriate for manufacturing only 
one item. 

Some areas of manufacturing do fall outside the range 
recommended for CAM. When very large quantities are required, 
the design and construction of a special-purpose machine may 
be justified. Such a machine is required to perform only one 
function, or series of functions in a fixed order, for its entire 
working life. In this situation the flexibility provided by com· 
puter control is not necessary, and cost can be greatly reduced if 
a relatively simple mechanical, hydraulic, or electrical control 
system (or combination of these) built into the machine can be 
used instead. 

At the other end of the spectrum one is sometimes faced 
with the problem of manufacturing a unique item, possibly 
of large dimensions, for which no suitable program exists. The 
question then is whether the time spent in writing a program 
(and de-bugging it) would be justified as compared with the 
time required for machining the part on a manually controlled 
machine. In some cases the latter would be more economical, 
but only because a single item is involved. This situation may 
arise in the manufacture of machine tools when clients require a 
standard machine to be modified, or an entirely new one to be 
designed. Tool and die, prototype, and job shops may at times 
be faced by problems of this type. 

Aside from the special cases noted, there seems little doubt 
that for most design and manufacturing operations computer 
control has much to offer and appears to indicate the direction 
that future development will follow. 

CAD/CAM IN ALASKA 

To what extent are computer·aided design and computer· 
aided manufacturing being used in Alaska? Sixteen engineering 
offices, located mainly in Fairbanks and Anchorage, were 
mailed a questionnaire inquiring if, and to what extent, com
puters were used in their respective offices. Of the 16 contacted, 
6 (approximately 38%) used computerized drafting systems in 
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Figure 2. A stepped block produced by a computer-controlled 
milling machine (and drawn with the Geophysical Institute's 
CAD system). 

varying degrees, mainly for routine work such as preparation of 
plat drawings, and similar work of a repetitious nature. One of 
those contacted said that in the near future probably as many 
as 90 to 95% of all their survey plat drawings would be produced 
by a computerized drafting system. 

One of the offices using CAD is the drafting office at the 
Geophysical Institute on the UAF campus, under the direction 
of James Burton, which has recently introduced a computerized 
drafting system and is making limited use of it. 

In the drafting room of the UAF School of Engineering, an 
Apple computerized drafting system has been acquired for 
student use, and will be incorporated into the present engineer
ing graphics courses. 

In computer-aided manufacturing, the School of Engineering 
has acquired a Bridgeport vertical milling machine for use in 
student instruction, thus reflecting the latest trend. The ma
chine is equipped with a built-in mini-computer with tape 
drive for data input, and utilizes the Boss 5 computer language. 
Figure 2 shows a simple exercise consisting of a stepped block; 
this part was successfully machined on the Bridgeport mill. 
Figure 3 shows some of the commands used in the Boss 5 
language, and Figure 4 the actual program used for the exercise 
in Figure 2. 
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SLASH - Block delete or value separation. 

N Sequence Number 1-19999 (5 digits). 

G Preparatory functions (sets mode of operation, 2 digits). 

GOO Rapid traverse (programmed feedrate remains in regis

ter). 

G01 Feed in a linear path. 

G02 Circular interpolation, CW. Arc. 

G03 Circular interpolation, CCW. Arc. 

G04 Dwell - will occur with G82 & G89 functions. 

G17 X, Y circular interpolation. 

G18 X, Z circular interpolation. 

G19 Y, Z circular interpolation. 

G30 Cancel symmetry. 
G31 X symmetry. 
G32 Y symmetry. 
G40 Cancel compensation. 
G41 Cutter compensation left. 
G42 Cutter compensation right. 
G70 Select Inch dimension system. 
G71 Select Metric dimension system. 
G72 Cancel transformation (Rotation, Scaling). 

G73 Transformation (Rotation, Scaling). 

G74 Standard Circular (in effect until changed by G75l. 

G75 Multi Quadrant Circular Interpolation. 

G77 Facing cycle. 
G78 Pocket milling cycle. 
G79 Internal hole mill cycle. 
G80 Fixed cycle cancel. 
G81 Drill cycle. 
G82 Spot facing cycle (with dwell set G04/N). 

G83 Deep hole drill cycle Z, Z, Z, F (Z total depth, 1st peck 
incr. 2nd and all other peck increments). 

G84 Tapping cycle (need reversible tapping head). 

G85 Boring cycle (feed in, feed out). 

G86 Boring cycle (feed in, manual spindle stop, rapid out). 

G87 Chip breaking cycle (backs up .05 then returns .05). 

G89 Boring cycle (feed in, dwell, feed out). 
G90 Absolute input (in effect until changed by G91 ). 
G91 Incremental input (in effect until changed by G90, or 

machine is turned off, or Reset button is pushed). 
G92 Preset Abs. registers (also used for multiple fixtured 

parts). 
G99 Deceleration override (over 2.8 I.P.M., circles or 5 deg. 

ang.). 
X,Y,Z Axis command (.0001 to 999.9999 inches). 
I,J, K Arc center offsets (.0001 to 999.9999 inches). 
M MISCELLANEOUS functions. 
MOO Program stop (manual tool change, inspection, fixt. 

adj.). (A). 
M01 Optional program stop (cont. by oper., OP-STOP ON

OFF switch). (A). 
M02 Rewind (B, W, A). 
M06 Tool change (manual). 
M25 Z axis home (X, Y axis move, if any, will occur after). 
F Feedrate. 3 digits .2-32. I.P.M. (2-812 MM per min.). 

s Spindle speed (ref.) 4 digits. 
T Tool select, 2 digits 01-24. 
A Angle decimal degrees. 
R Radius vector distance. 

NOTE: 1. (B) before, (W) with, (A) after, refers to the misc. func. 
action relative to X, Y, Z axis motion programmed in the same block 
of data. 

Figure 3. Some commands used in Boss 5 computer language. 
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COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL 

(CNC) PROGRAM FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES 


%N 1 GOG90XO. YO.Tl M6 
N5GOX7.812Y8.188Z.05 
N10GOZ- 2.05 
N15G1 X14.182F60 
N20Y3.814 
N25X7.812 
N30Y8.188 
N35GOX4.0Y7.75T2M6 
N40GOX7.7Z- 1.0 
N45G1 X13.75F60 
N50Y4.25 
N55X8.25 
N60Y7.75 
N65GOX9.0Y6.0M25 
N70Z.05 
N75G81 X9.0Z.80F60 
N80GOX13.0Y6.0M25 
N85Z.05 
N90G81 X 13.0Z.80F60 
N95GOXO.OYO.OM2 
E 

BYE 

**cost: $ 0.14 to date 

**on at 13.714- off at 13.754 


CP DISCONNECTS 

Figure 4. Program used to mill the stepped block. 

There are several examples of computer-controlled 
manufacturing equipment in the state but outside the 
University. The Alaska Railroad now uses some nu
merically controlled machines in its repair shops, and at 
least one specialty products shop in Anchorage has a 
Bridgeport vertical mill, similar to that in the School of 
Engineering. Some automotive shops specializing in 
exhaust system repairs now have programmable pipe
bending machines. 

Rapid developments in computer science during the 
last two decades have profoundly affected both engi
neering design and manufacturing processes, and the 
trend is continuing. Doubtless as the industrial potential 
of Alaska grows, so will the applications here of CAD/ 
CAM. 

BACKGROUND REFERENCES 

Allen, J.J. 1978. A Survey of Commercial Turnkey Sys
tems. Productivity International, Inc. 

Chambers, H.L. and C. A. Chacey. 1980. Drafting and 
Manual Programming for Numerical Control. Pren
tice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 

Childs, J.J. 1969. Principles of Numerical Control. 
Industrial Press Inc., New York, NY. + 
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MEETINGS 


We regret that the combination of 
plodding international mails and TNE's 
quarterly schedule prevented our publish
ing timely word about the International 
Conference on Geothermal Energy (11-14 
May in Florence, Italy); the preliminary 
program indicated that several Alaskan 
and Canadian papers would be included, 
and the range of topics looked impressive. 
However, the conference cosponsor sent 
us a further list of possibly interesting 
gatherings to come later in this year: 

8th International Conference on the 
Hydraulic Transport of Solids in Pipes, 
(HYDROTRANSPORT 8). Johannesburg, 
South Africa, 25th to 27th August, 1982. 

International Conference on Fan De
sign and Applications. Surrey, England, 
7th to 9th September, 1982. 

International Conference on Flow In
duced Vibrations in Fluid Engineering. 
Reading, England, 14th to 16th Septem
ber, 1982. 

4th International Symposium on Wind 
Energy Systems. Stockholm, Sweden, 
21st to 24th September, 1982. 

International Conference on the Hy
draulic Modelling of Civil Engineering 

REVIEW 


Structures. Warwick, England, 22nd to 
24th September, 1982. 

Information on any of the above is 
available from Mrs. Beryl Jarvis, Confer
ence Organiser, The British Hydrome
chanics Research Association Fluid En
gineering Office, Cranfield, Bedford MK 43 
OAJ, England. 

* * * * 

August 15 through 19, 1983, will be 
the dates for the 9th triennial Cl B con
gress in Stockholm. The CIB is the Conseil 
International du BStiment - the Interna
tional Council for Building Research 
Studies and Documentation - which was 
founded in 1953 "to encourage, facilitate 
and develop international cooperation in 
building, housing and planning research, 
studies and documentation covering not 
only the technical but also the economic 
aspects of buildings and the related envi
ronment," according to the meeting's 
First Announcement. 

The theme for this congress will be to 
build and to take care of what we have 
built, with limited resources. Five subject 
areas will be treated within the theme: 
Renewal, rehabilitation and maintenance; 

Building technology, design and produc
tion; Energy technology and conservation; 
Building materials and components; and 
Making use of building research. Each 
subject will be approached from the view
point of research and as a problem area 
for practitioners, so the program commit· 
tee is seeking contributions aimed at re
searchers or at the engineers, consultants 
and contractors actively working with the 
subject. 

The Second Announcement, with fur
ther details, will be available before May 
1982; the deadline for abstracts is mid
August 1982. If you might contribute, or 
hope to attend the congress, please write 
CIB Congress 1983, The National Swedish 
Institute for Building Research, P. 0. Box 
785, S-801 29 GAVLE, Sweden. 

* * * * 

On September 20-22, 1982 at the Jack 
Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California, there 
will be an International Conference on 
Underground Pumped Hydro and Com
pressed Air Energy Storage. 

This conference is sponsored by the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, the Electric Power Research 

SMALL WIND SYSTEMS- AN UPDATE 

By Andrew R. Trenka and Darrell M. Dodge, Vol. 
24, No. 3 of Colorado School of Mines Mineral & 
Energy Resources ($2.50; Colorado School of Mines 
Press, Golden CO 80401 ). 

This worthwhile 19-page report should be of interest and 
assistance to anyone concerned with small wind energy con
version systems (SWECS). It is an objective overview of results 
from the U.S. Dept. of Energy (USDOE) test center for 
SWECS at Rocky Flats, Golden, Colorado, operated by Rock
well International; co-author Trenka is Manager of Test Opera
tions at Rocky Flats. Since about 1977 more than 25 commer
cially available machines, rated at less than 100 kW, were 
tested. Also briefly treated are some of 12 prototypes from 
USDOE contracts. 

While the considerable technical data in tables and figures 
may be useful, in this reviewer's opinion the highlights of the 
report are the general evaluation of the SWECS industry and 
the philosophical history of, and changes in, the USDOE 
SWECS development program. Some findings were that "the 
industry was less mature than thought". "Available machines 

experienced multiple and sometimes catastrophic failures". 
"Not one prototype was immune from problems". However, 
systematic testing improved many machines, or at least showed 
where improvements could be made. 

The test center mission as charged by USDOE has been 
changed. Originally the mission was to stimulate the develop
ment and manufacture of SWECS in the private sector and ac
celerate public acceptance and use of SWECS. This activity 
has been curtailed and changed to "perform high-risk research 
needed by industry to develop reliable, safe and economical 
SWECS". Apparently, need is equivalent to reimbursement 
for such services here. 

Thus, the report contains implicit cautions to the customer 
seeking a small wind energy system, especially one in the pro
totype or limited production category, but should be valuable 
in making decisions. It also tells, between the lines, a sad story 
of retrenchment of a much-needed test center that had consid
erable promise for the joint benefit of small manufacturers and 
buyers of SWECS. Also implicit is the marked cutback in 
Federal help just before the industry was coming of age. 

- Tunis Wentink, Jr. 
Geophysical Institute 

University ofAlaska, Fairbanks 
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Institute, the Department of Energy and 
the Canadian Electric Association; the 
American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers, the American Society of Civil En
gineers and the British Hydro Mechanical 
Research Association will participate also 
in the organization of the conference. 

The purpose of the conference is to 
provide an international electric utility 
industry forum for information, exchange 
and technology transfer relative to com
pressed air energy storage (CAES) and 
underground pumped hydro (UPH); the 
organizers intend that the most recent 
national and international activities and 
operating experience will be presented to 
the electric utility, manufacturing and 
professional community. 

General inquiries concerning the pro
gram, format or policies of the meeting 
should be directed to the conference 
general chairman: Mr. Albert J Giramonti, 
United Technologies Research Center, MS 
79, 400 Main Street, East Hartford, CT 
061 08; or phone (203 )727-7361. 

* * * * 
The 33rd Alaska Science Conference 

will take place in Fairbanks this year on 
16-18 September. Sponsoring organization 
for the 32 previous Conferences has been 
the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science - Alaska Division; this 
year it's the same group, but newly re
named AAAS - Arctic Division, in rec
ognition of the importance· and partici
pation of members from the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories. Reflecting the 
name change (and commemorating the 
centennial of the 1st International Polar 
Year), the Conference theme this year 
is simply Science in the North. Judging 
by the preliminary list of featured topics, 
the organizers intend to give applied 

science a good share of tre agenda: Ap
propriate Technology for Far Northern 
Latitudes, Transportation in the Arctic, 
and Telecommunications will be among 
the special sessions. Further, among the 
"broad areas" the first announcement 
specifies for technical and poster sessions 
is Resource Development & Management, 
which is given equal billing with Biologi
cal and Physical Sciences. 

To receive further announcements, 
registration information, or guidelines for 
paper preparation, write Vera Alexander, 
Conference Chairman, Institute ofMarine 

Science, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 
Alaska 99701; or phone (907)474-753i. 

* * * * 
The Energy-sources Technology Con

ference & Exhibition (30 January - 3 
February 1983 at the Hyatt Regency 
Hotel in Houston, Texas) will feature 
eight individual three-day symposia on 
specific subjects: Pipeline Engineering 
Technology, Offshore Mechanics/Arctic 
Engineering, Refining/Petrochemical En
gineering, Synfuels Engineering, Diesel & 
Gas Engines, Industrial Pollution Control, 
Equipment Manufacturing & Materials, 
and Wind Energy. It's tempting to say this 

smorgasbord of technical information will 
be sponsored by "almost everybody" and 
let it go at that, because the ETCE does 
have a hefty list of backers: American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Ameri
can Institute of Plant Engineers, Ameri
can Society of Lubrication Engineers, 
National Association of Corrosion Engi
neers, and Texas Energy & Natural Re
sources Advisory Council. Further details 
on this promising conference are available 
from Frank Demarest, ETCE, P. 0. Box 
59489, Dallas, TX 75529; phone (214) 
247-1747. 

* * * * 

Electrical engineers with special interest 
in communications might check this one 
out, but the rest of you may as well skip 
to the next item. This meeting is highly 

specialized: Radio Probing of the High
Latitude Ionosphere and Atmosphere: 
New Techniques and New Results is a 
URSI International Symposium intended 
to present and discuss results obtained 
with new techniques and to work toward 
putting together coherent, consistent 
models of high-latitude atmospheric struc
ture and dynamics using these new results. 
The Symposium will be held here at the 
Geophysical Institute on 9-13 August 
1982; the registration fee is $75. For fur
ther information on this meeting, write 
Robert D. Hunsucker, Geophysical Insti
tute, University ofAlaska, Fairbanks, AK 
99701. 

NOTED 

A reader startled us the other day with 
appreciative comments about the follow
ups sometimes appearing in this section; 

he liked knowing what happened to 

authors and ideas. 
Those of you who don't share his views 

should be glad this isn't Forbes magazine: 
By reporting that a subsidiary of Canadian 
National Railways now owns Henry Ford's 
old Detroit, Toledo & Ironton railroad, 
the September 14, 1981 issue picked up 
on an item published on March 15, 1926. 

* * * * 

CRREL uses cover cartoons for its 
reports on a more than "highly unusual" 

basis, as we claimed in the Pub I ications 
section back in Volume 13, No. 2, and 
they proved it by sending a few copies of 
some other covers (along with a wry note 
that kindly did not stress our ignorance). 
However, we were ignorant, and apolo
gize for implying that the Cold Regions 
and Engineering Laboratory portrays all 
subjects ponderously. 

* * * * 

Woodward-Clyde Consultants of An
chorage announced on March 16 that Dr. 
Joseph M. Colonell has been named Man
ager of Alaskan Operations for the firm's 
Environmental Systems Division. 

Colonel! joined the firm in 1980 as a 
Senior Project Engineer and is a registered 
professional engineer in four states. He 
has worked extensively in Alaska on en
gineering and oceanographic research 
studies. Most recently he managed the 
environmental component of the Prudhoe 
Bay oilfield waterflood monitoring project 
as well as baseline marine environmental 
studies in Kuparuk oilfield and environ
mental studies associated with major 
drilling and exploration activities in off
shore Alaska. 

Colonel! will continue with project 
management and planning of Woodward
Clyde Consultants' coastal engineering 
and physical oceanographic activities in 
Alaska. Other work under his supervision 
will include environmental science and 
engineering aspects of projects that range 
from physical and biological oceano
graphic studies of arctic coasts, through 
environmental aspects of hydroelectric 
feasibility studies, to coastal zone manage
ment and planning in Alaskan communi
ties. 

Somewhere in there, we hope he'll 
find the time to continue serving on TNE's 
editorial board. 
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PUBLICATIONS 

We announce the appearance of Alaska 
Science Nuggets with special pleasure, in 
part because we think it's a good book 
and in part because the TNE staff helped 
prepare it and we're relieved to have it 
completed. Now that you've been warned 
that these comments may be prejudiced, 
here are the particulars: The volume is a 
compendium of 400-plus short articles on 
northern subjects, mostly but not exclu
sively related to science. Engineers may 
find the chapter on water and ice most 
interesting, since it covers useful and 
familiar topics like permafrost and 
freezing pipes (as well as taking a wry 
look at how to win the Nenana Ice 
Pool), but diversions into items with 
titles of "Predicting Aurora", "Volcano 
Spacing" or "Self-Defense for Plants" 
are probably inevitable, and likely to be 
enjoyable. Neil Davis wrote nearly all of 
the pieces - and cajoled the rest from 
other UA scientists - for his regular 
column, called "Diggings" in Anchorage 
and "Alaska Science Forum" in Fairbanks; 
it appeared more or less regularly in 
several newspapers in Alaska and the 
Yukon. All the articles were written by 
a knowledgeable scientist to inform and 
entertain a general audience. They do. 

The 233-page softcover book is illus
trated with black and white photos and 
drawings; suggested retail price is $8.50. 
Many Alaska bookstores are carrying 
Alaska Science Nuggets, but if you can't 
find it in your neighborhood, TNE will 
send you one in exchange for $9 - the 
extra 50ft pays the postman, not the 
editor. 

* * * * 

Next time you grumble at a renewal 
notice from us, pause for a moment to 

be glad that you're interested in northern 
rather than nuclear engineering. Recent 
journal prices in that field include Nuclear 
Engineering and Design, at $775.80 per 
year; Journal of Nuclear Materials, at 
$1038.1 0; and - brace yourself- Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods at a whopping 
$1754.90. (We confess - they're not 
quarterly. The most expensive is actually 
only a little over $53 per copy.) 

These attention-getting prices are an 
unfair introduction to the diverse offerings 
in the 1981 Energy Catalog of books and 
journals from Elsevier North-Holland, 
Inc. Cold Regions Science and Technology 
is the only specifically 'northern' title 
included; the price is now $156.25 per 
year (six issues). Among the many sub
jects the Elsevier publications cover-from 
Automation in Offshore Oil Field Opera
tion to Synthetic Metals - there may be 
some of value to you, northern or not. 
Write for your copy of the catalog (or 
order any of the items above) from 
Elsevier North-Holland, Inc., 52 Vander
bilt Avenue, New York, NY 1001 Z 

* * * * 
The Handbook of Wastewater Treat

ment Processes (272 pages; $38.50) is a 
new publication from the Marcel Dekker 
firm, Volume 18 in their Pollution En
gineering and Technology series. The 
book's editors are Arnold S. Vernick and 
Elwood C. Walker, both of Burns and 
Roe Industrial Services Corporation in 
New Jersey. According to the publisher's 
flyer, the Handbook is designed to be a 
concise reference, giving "the broadest 
possible overview of the major aspects of 
wastewater processes and applications." 
The bulk of the Handbook consists of 
two-page summaries of commonly used 
techniques and processes to collect, treat 
and dispose of wastewater and its residues; 

these summaries typically highlight com
mon modifications, technological status, 
applications, limitations, environmental 
impact, performance and design criteria, 
reliability, cost data for construction, 
operation and maintenance, and energy 
requirements. If these technical capsules 
lead to a need for more detail, "the book's 
extensive bibliography will provide all the 
information you need." The publishers 
recommend the book for practitioners and 
regulatory officials "for daily consulta
tion and review," and think it is suitable 
as an undergraduate textbook for waste
water management courses. 

More information - or a copy of the 
book - may be obtained from Marcel 
Dekker, Inc., 270 Madison Avenue, New 
York NY 10016. 

* * * * 
The most recent publication on geo

thermal energy from our parent institu
tion is Report UAG 287, A Preliminary 
Investigation of Geothermal Energy Re
sources of the Lower Susitna Basin, by 
Drs. D.L. Turner and E.M. Wescott. (Their 
conclusion after this preliminary work 
not to give away the punch line -is that 
there's hot water in the area, probably 
suitable for space heating; how much 
water and how hot it is are questions re
maining.) This report, like all Geophysical 
Institute reports on geothermal resources 
in Alaska, is available for $10 from the 
Library, Geophysical Institute, University 
ofAlaska, Fairbanks AK 99701. 

* * * * 
Proceedings are now available for the 

International Conference on Seasonal 
Thermal and Compressed Air Energy 
Storage, held last October in Seattle. The 
two-volume set is available for $30 from 
MCC Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 7472, 
Silver Spring, MD 20907. + 
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